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Abstract : The lime evolution of one and two dimensional oscillators which are kicked 
periodically with a potential is obtained The most interesting aspect ol the investigation is that it 
leads to the existence of quasi-stationary states, which evolve independently of other similar 
states Further, if the potential has invariant .subspaces, the system in its evolution is confined to 
these subspaccs The method followed is the direct integration ot the Schrbdingcr equation and 
then construct the wave function from the initial one.
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1 . Introduction
The quantum  m echanical system s which arc kicked at random or periodically have become 
recently a subject o f intense study. The problem  is an im portant one both from theoretical 
and observational point o f  view. A lready an am ount o f  literature has appeared 11-17], but 
most of these investigations arc confined to one dim ensional problem s. In a recent paper 
119iv], it has been pointed out that for system s which are kicked at random  or periodically 
with a steady potential, there exists invariant (quasi-stationary) states. They arc states which 
remain the sam e with the evolution o f  time, with only a change of phase at each kick. This 
property, w hich has been established qualitatively for general system s in the cited paper, is 
more evident in m ulti-dim ensional systems.
The m ain object o f  the present paper is to show this explicitly for sim ple system s, 
namely one and two dim ensional harm onic oscillators. Though periodic kicking is a special 
t ase of random  kicking, yet periodic system s have their own important characteristics as far 
as the d ifferential equation is concerned [18J and consequently the calculation becom es 
relatively sim pler. T his is due to fact that the corresponding H ill’s determ inant becom es 
considerably sim p le  and reduces to a sum m ation [19il. This constitutes an additional
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attractive m otivation for the presentation o f  the paper. Finally, the m ethod follow ed here is 
d irect in the sense that one can construct the solution o f  the Schrddinger equation from the 
in itial condition . It m ay be m entioned that the investigation  o f the developm ent of the 
system  in tim e with the help o f  the evolution operator is, in general, begging the question. It 
p resupposes the know ledge o f  the w ave-function as the evolution operator is constructed 
from the w ave function, which is to be obtained.
In the fo llow ing section, the problem  o f one d im ensional o sc illa to r is studied in 
detail, pointing to the existence o f  quasi-stationary states. The next section is devoted to the 
tw o d im ensional oscilla tor. The radial wave function for tw o dim ensional case and its 
properties are given in the Appendix. The paper ends with a discussion.
2. One-dimensional periodically kicked oscillator
The S chrod inger equation  o f  a harm onic oscilla tor o f  m ass M and circu lar frequency to, 
w hich is periodically  kicked with period T by a steady potential ej{x) is
d
dt
+
* 2 d 2
2  M dx2
-  y  0) 2  * 1 +  tf(x)  ^  8(t -  nr) «P(*.0 = 0. (1)
W riting x for one obtains
i ~  + t t  - * 2 + h 'u .o ’- o.co dt dx 2  h co “
Since the coefficient o f  E is periodic, ^\xt t) can be written as (R o q u e t1 s Theorem ),
(2)
(PU «) = X ex P - ( A+ (3)
(A is a constant). Next, it can be show n that [19i]
^ < 5 ( f - n r )  =  cxp.ilTcmt /  T (4)
and ^ 8 ( t - n r ) V ( x , t )  =  exp‘ "  +
27ant j (5)
where q, m are integers. The orthonorm al w ave functions for the unkicked oscillator (£ = 0) 
are given by
0 . 0 0  =  1 - eXi,2( - f ) P e ~x i  • (6)
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0 's  are positive integer and <pp{x) satisfies the equation
+ 2 0  + l ] v * >  = 0- (7)
Since <t>^ x)'s form  an orthonorm al complete set, y f t)  can be expressed as
V V * >  =  (8)
0
Aqp are constants. The first subscript q, in Roman, is the index for the Fourier component 
(_ oo < q < oo) pertaining to tim e variation and the second subscript 0 , in Greek, is the index 
related to the spatial eigen function (0 £  p < » ) . Finally, substituting the expression for 
i//(*, r) from  eqs. (3, 5, 8 ) in eq. (2) and equating the coefficients o f exp. i 2 ^ ( / r a n d  0 ^*), 
one gets
) } A »  -  n , i Fr>‘ ,  -  »■ (9)
where
5
1
 a
IIo*<
«
IIa ( 1 0 )
and
Thus,
where
f j o  =  j  " Q r ( x ) f ( x ) < l > a ( x ) d x ,
Y — !— K> « = 0,
* *  A  „ + ltq  70 “f l r  +7 2 *
zXA r - T - * ( 2 y + l ) - .
( 11)
(12)
(13)
Hence, o y +  -S-eotA  y =  ° ' ( l4 )
27T o
(aj Determination of X :
The above relations show  that H ill's determ inant is reduced.and finally the corresponding 
characteristic ind ices X are to be determ ined by solving eigen-value pfoblem  as stated
below, ( U l < — , if  A« is a  solution, A 0  + ^ ( «  an integer) is also a solution; note 
T *
eq- [3]).
The eq. (14) can  be w ritten as
♦  £ X < v :  -  »•
(15)
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where a r = i/ta n  A y .a y (15')
and F 'r> = “sjcot ^ y   ^ yet ■ 0 5 ")
F'^ is real and symmetric, hence it  can be expressed in terms o f its orthonormal set of 
eigen-vectors u0 and the corresponding eigen-values fj0,
(16)
Substituting this expression fo r F'^ in eq. (15) one obtains
8 ) L ( " 7  ■“ /<) = 0Ln / (J
fo r 0 = 0 , 1 ,2 ,—. Thus, for non-lnv ia l solution
— p  0 = 0 
2H
(17)
(18)
which determines Af7, since fJ° depends on A0 feqs. (13) and (15)J, to each u0 and / / ,  thru- 
corresponds a A fl.
(b) The Wave function :
From the expression fo r VP(jt, /) in eq. (3), one gets
■ (^a ,0 )  = £  <t>„(x) = £ a ffl0 „ U ) . (19)
o v —
where a^ = J  </>^  (x) H/ (xA))dx. (20)
Thus, a r is given by the in it ia l condition. H aving determined A/*, the corresponding 
^  A qy u jj can be obtained from cqs. (9, 20).
(22)
= -  f U T + 2 * l i - r + u i f - 1  X u r F )^ a 3 (2I)
0 ^  l  v o y J y , f i —Q
and " V  = s  i A ‘iP u r
0 0
Thus, the wave function is completely determined from  the in itia l condition. It is given by
f'u.o = X v * ) Za 8exp- ” 'l-18 +2;rf)-o V o
(23)
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The w ave fu nc tion  ev o lv es according to different tim e-dependent factors with its 
characteristic index A® [19], It can be easily checked that the norm alisation of the wave 
function persists with the evolution o f time.
(c) Quasi-stationary states :
The general w ave function [cq. (23)] with any arbitrary initial state Y ( x ,  0), consists o t 
distinct sets o f  oscillatory factor exp. — iX t^ apart from the periodic (actor of period t |eq 
t 5 ) l  [Note fjP, hence X6 are real, eq. (17)]. Further, we get from eq. (2 0 )
Y(x,0) = U ); V b (x ) = 5 ^ 0 , 0 0 ,  (24)
0 y
l)lf = ^ a Yu y arc constants. From eqs. (23) and (24), it is quite clear that any individual
o
slate yA-v) evolves com pletely independently o f other if/ n (*,()) = (jc) and there
o
is no in terference or m ixing am ong them. In spite ol the kicks, there is no dispersion of 
these slates in the usual sense of the term. It is all the more evident from eqs. (23) and (24) 
that ii the initial state is any of the i/'U), it remains so through out its evolution in lime 
These states m ay be considered as quasi-stationary states.
The tim e evolution o f an unperturbed stationary state with energy Ey = 1ico(y+ 1/2) is 
0 r exp ( - — E t) = <p e x p ( - i ( 0 (y  + 1 /2 ) , the probability density I<pa\2 associated with it is
constant m time. But for the quasi-stationary state, the time evolution is given by eq. (23) 
V/ " U r )  =  e x p .- / |A "  + ^ j r  (25)
and the probability  associated with this state is
| i / / * U , r ) | 2  = X J M r T  X , K / r  I + oscillatory terms. (26)
)
The time average over the period T of the oscillating term is zero, so that the aveiagc 
piobabihty I if/ {x, t ) \ 2  is constant sim ilar to the case ot stationary stales.
(d) Special case :
1 ei us consider the special case when ef{x) = £ (say) is a constant, since Fyp = 8yp' eq. (14) 
leads to
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T 9 ft
= - [^X -  tu( 7  + 1 / 2 )) = - c o t - 1 —  = K{ say), 
1 2 1 £
X y = o)(y + l /2 )  - (28’)
(28)
where K is a number. From eq. (9)
£ (29)
Finally , in this case
*<*■'> = S  2 > r \ r
— V o
 ^-itu( y+l/2)/
In fact, it can be checked that each individual term with <j)pr) is a solution. Thus, i f  initially 
the system is at one o f the unperturbed stationary state, it remains in that stale even with the 
kicks, which only introduce an ocillatory factor o f period r. Thus
w ith the in itia l (j)p(x) exp ( -  iaXfi + l/2 )f), the only change is the additional oscillatory 
factor. This is also expected as jc-independent potential do not produce any force The only 
change is in the phase factor at each kick. Consequently, for in itia lly  mixed stationary 
states, there is no mutual interference and each o f the unperturbed stationary state evolve 
independently. These individual (unperturbed stationary) states arc quasi-stationary states 
as the time average over a period r l  ( * , f ) l2 remains the same as I y^  (a , 3 , the 
unperturbed state.
3. Two-dimensional oscillator
The wave equation for a two-dimensional periodically kicked oscillator is given by
= Y.'Pp A qp exp^i(2K-2ag)^j, (31)
(32)
Introducing the dimension-less variables as before, the wave equation for the steady 
unperturbed oscillator may be written as
The wave-function is given by
'f '& U .y )  = const ■ £ * „ ( * ) *  r (y)B 
a./J
and E' = 2 ( /J + y )  + 2  = N(say).
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(34)
The states are degenerate for a given energy Le. fixed A, there arc N + 1 states. Since the 
potential F(x, y) [eq. (32)] which are of physical interest, depends on p = ^ 7 2~ 7 7 r , it is 
imperative to introduce plane polar coordinates (p, G). The wave equation is now given by
i 2 d _  + \ _G_( 1 d 1
0)dt + p dp{p dp J + p 2  de2 ' p
+ i r - F ( p ) Y s ( i - v T ) \ n p , e - t ) = o.
\ti(D " (.35)
The wave fuctions for the unperturbed part of this equation is treated in detail in the 
Appendix. The steady unkickcd wave function is given by (p) exp. imO, m is any 
integer and i) is a positive integer. < P (p) satisfies eq. (A3), for energy E = 2r\ + m + I. 
Since (p ) ’s form a complete set, and the coefficient of eq. (35) is periodic, the wave 
I unction ™ (p, 0 ;f) can be written as
Y(p,e- t )  = £  exp- '  + (36)
rj—0
where A  ™ ’j  are constants f 19]. Substituting this expression for *P(p, 0, t ) in eq. (35) and 
proceeding as before (taking note of eqs. (4-5)), one gets
where
and
* * 2”| t -
F*” = j°°  j 20 *  (p)F(p)<l>£e''"-'n)°pd8dp
a? = Y r ,  = -L  P  f ? (p)e me f'fp, 8\0)pd0dp. 
(  X_r 2 n h  JO r
F™ = 0 , m *  n,
<  + ^ cotAo l F^ aC = ° ’
2n o
A _ T x
A'  = —^-------jr(2rj + m + l ) — .
n 2 To
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40
(41
where (4?
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Now , one can proceed exactly as before for the one-dim ensional case (eqs. (15)). Let i//* 
and vP be the eigen vectors and eigen values ( 0  = 1 , 2 , . . .)  o f  ^ c o t  A'q . 
leading to
A P (43)
sim ilar to eqs. (17) and (18). For each eigen value v^’s, one obtains a A ^ ; with this value 
of A p , one gets A ^  from eq. (37), which determ ines the wave function com pletely from 
e q . (36)
(a) Independence of angular momentum states :
In characterizing  the nature o f  the quasi-stationary states in this case, one first notes that
A™£ are determ ined from a™ only, as a consequence o f eq. (40). This is due to th<? fact that
the potential F(p) depends only on p, and the corresponding m atrix has invariant si^bspaces
w ith fixed  angular m om entum  states (- i ft - ^  =  m ). The states w ith  given angular
o 9
m om enta evolve am ong them selves and there is no dispersion in the usual sense of the 
term . T his restric ted  nature o f  evolution has been show n in general, w ith the potenUal 
function having invariant subspace [19iv].
(b) Quasi-stationary states :
Next, the general wave function *F(p, 9, t) with arbitrary initial state *F(p, 9, 0) given by eq 
(26), consists o f distinct sets o f oscillatory factors exp (-iv^t),  apart from  the periodic 
factor o f period T. Further,
0 0
^ (P ,6 > ; 0) = PY<p;(p )e ime (44)
’s are constants. From  eqs. (36) and (41), it is clear that the state ¥*£ (p , 0 ;f)  evolves 
from  9 ^  (p , 0;O) com ple te ly  independen tly  and there  is no m ix ing  am ong other 
“ (ip, G;t )  with a * p .  Further, if the initial state happens to be one o f this state, then the 
system  rem ains in the sam e state after the kicks throughout its evolution.
4. Discussion
T hough  the investiga tion  in the paper is confined  to harm onic osc illa to r, the method 
follow ed here m ay be carried over mutatis mutandis to any finite dim ensional system with 
discrete spectrum . The essential point to be em phasized is that even under kicking, there are 
states w hich evolve independently  w ithout in terfering  w ith o ther states. T hese states are 
specified  by the potential. They are the quasi-stationary  states, the p robabilities associated 
w ith them  averaged over a period are constant. Even in one d im ension, there exists these
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quasi-stationary  sta tes as show n in Section 2 (d) and it is too m uch to say that the 
perturbation induces loss o f m em ory.
In the previous paper [19iv], it was shown qualitatively that the effect of locking (be 
,t periodic o r  random ) is to  im part d iscontinuous phase factor to the stationary wave 
function o f  the unkicked system . The wave function obtained here appears to be continuous 
(cqs. (23) and (36)). B ut this is apparent as each o f them contains a senes
txp(l7t(p + k)t / T)
P +  *
This diverges at f = nr, as it should be due to 5-function and its derivative is a <5-1 unction 
This leads to a discontinuous change at each nr.
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Appendix
The equation for the steady unperturbed wave function \p(p, 0) is given by
d 2 + \_d__ + 1 d 2 
Kdp2 P dp p 2 dB2
p 2 + 2 E V(p.O) = 0. (Al)
Hence, 6) = ^  (p)exp.jmfl, (A2)
where m is an integer and
' d 2 + j__d_
,d p 2 P 4 >
- p 2 + 2 E V m(p) = 0. (A3)
\
II can be easily shown that it has bounded solution (i.e., \f/m{p —» °o) = ()) only whfen
E — 277 + m + l, (A4)
where r\ is a positive integer. Here and in the sequel m stands for 1ml. The radial part of the 
wave function is given by
< f" '(p )  = e-<’2l2p " J j app 2'’
0
= P - 7 7
2p(p + m)a>)'
(A6)
(A6)
en /2 0  ™ (p) is a polynomial of degree 2 7 7  + m. This expression can be obtained directly 
from eq. (A3) which leads to a representation of <P™ (p ) similar to the Hernnte 
polynomials. The recurrence relations between them needed for evaluating the matrix 
elements of F (p) in cq. (38), can be obtained easily.
From eqs. (34) and (A3), the most general eigen function corresponding to
E -  a  + /3 + l = 2r] + m + 1 (A7)
is the linear combination
: a + P = 2T’ + m- (AT)
It contains various terms with factors as exp (/p0), -  (2tj + m) £ p < 2rj + m but y^ip) is 
associated with factor exp (imd). This can be picked up very easily by expressing them in 
terms of w, v as given by,
2u = Jt + iy, 2v = x- iy  (A8)
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and + ± * A
d u  [ d p  p d 6 )  d v  [ d i , j
(A8")
,\ prototype term of the expression (A 7), leaving aside constant factors and summation, is 
with the help of eq. (6 ) for pjx) and <t>piy).
0 « W ^ L v ) =  ep:n
. f Pi n ( d Y ( d Yuse U J  U J
wheic a+ v = a  + j3.
[ d y
(A9)
(A91)
(A9")
11 can be easily shown (with the help A 8 ") by induction that
d V
dv
£_\  = e -ivep v\ LJL1 d
pdp
-o' = e - vep vc ( - 2 ) v (A10)
and £ .  e f l1 = e ‘
du
(f7- V)8 n (T-l/ I I  A
P d p
P e ~ (A10')
Here, only ^-dependent term is e ,(CT“ v)e t hence to obtain the terms with em6 and \ffm (p) 
in (A7), one must have
O -  v - m  a n d  7] =  v.
Hence, <Z>"'(p) = e ^ u pIn',  »P ! *-n m \ n 2f e - 0 :pdp
p 1 , 1r ; ( p ),
p ‘ n e -
where the polynomial
and
^ W  = Pm^ [ - p Tp) p
R° w  = pm{jrp) * > > ■
2n g - p 1
One finds directly from eq. (A3) and by partial integration that 
(p)<p* (p)dp = ( - 1 ) "  2  "+" - '  t ) ! 5 n { .
(A 10") 
(A ll)  
(A 12)
(A13)
(A14)
(A 15)
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Thus -y/p^JJ1 ’j  are m utually orthogonal functibns. It can be shown that they form a 
com plete set, so that any function with same boundary condition, namely bounded at 
p = 0  and tends to zero as p —> »  can be expressed in terms of 0  ™ (p); (m fixed and 
77 = 0, 1 ,2 , ...)■
The recurrence relation between them may be obtained by writing
p 2 * ™ (p ) =  p mp 2 (A 16)
and shifting p 2  to the right and —-7 -  to the left, p d p
P " +1  + + = 2(2t] + m + l - p 2 )R” . (A 17)
